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Possible Semester Calender at SSU

" ... little or no input from student body."
By Brian J. Overman
UC Opinion Editor
SomestudentsatShawneemay
be completely unaware of this, but
Shawnee State University could
be changing from the current quarter system to a new semester calendar as early as the 1994-95 academic year. This decision is being
considered by the UFA with little
or no input from the student body.
Underasemestercalendar, the
length of semesters will be fifteen
weeks,. instead of the current ten,
plus one week for final exams.
The Fall semester would begin in
late August or early September
and would end in mid-December.
The Winter semester would begin
in mid-January and would end in

early May. A ten week long summer session would also be offered,
with two shorter sessions within
that IO week period.
There are many pros to the
semester system, and the UFA has
outlined them in what is known as
"The Quarter-Semester Committee Report.'' While this report explores the concerns of the university and faculty, it ignores many of
the concerns ofthe students. Fortunately, in addition to the
committee' s paper, Brent Smith
submitted a report outlining the
pro-quarter concerns as well.
The committee reports states
that a semester calendar will improve the admission process by

allowing only two entry points for
admission. The report states that' 'the
admission process including transfer
evaluation can improve due to the
greater lapse of time between entry
points.'' The Pro-Quarter report
stresses that two entry points, instead
of three, will limit the options of the
students who wish to enroll at SSU.
The committee theorizes that in
the registration and records pr<,>eess,
there is "likely to be a savings of
$4000.00 to $4200.00 per academic
year on mailing, printing and filing
costs." The committee has also predicted a "1/3 savings in computer
time associated with registration and
records." Brent Smith's report points
out that studies indicate semester cal-

as pawns in the 1993-1994 contract talks.
2. Neither party shall discuss
any aspect dfthe SEA contract with
any student, directly or indirectly,
on campus or off.
3. The Senate must educate
itself with all aspects of labor
relations on campus, and to their
rights as customers and students.
4. The Senate should seek out
other student leaders to help create an informed student body.
5. In the event that the SEA
continues to work__beyond the end
of their contract, all attempts must
be made to infonn the
student
body. This is crucial for students,
because students
must have
contingency plans in place for their
educations.

students). This would be a tremendousblowto Shawnee·srecord-breaking growth over the past few years.
The faculty used this to their advantage by waiting until all classes were
in session before striking.
Look at the potential loss to a
student due to a strike. If a strike lasts
for only one day, 1/10 of the material
covered in a class is lo~, (if meeting
once a week), as is $40.00 for one
day's pay during break (based on
$200.00 per week.) Also, $16.00 of
tuitionmoneyislost(basedon$800.00
per quarter.)
If the strike lasts for five days,1/10
of material covered in all classes is
lost, along with$400.00 for two weeks
pay during break and $80 dollars of
tuition.

endars cause an increase in withdrawals, thereby increasing paperwork in the registration department.
The committee report makes
some speculation as to increased
revenue, based upon the assumption ofa five percent to ten percent
increase in retention rate, while the
repottofthePro-QuarterConcerns
show no conclusive evidence that
there will be a rise in retention rate
at SSU.
The Pro-Semester report says
that there will be an improvement
in cash flow by about one-million
dollars. The reason for this is that
tuition will be collected four weeks
earlier in the Fall semester and the
amount will be about fifty percent
higher due to the fact that there

would be only two points of admission. This DOES NOT mean that tuitionwouldraise,butitdoesmeanthat
students would be responsible for coming up with fifty percent more money
a month earlier than in the quarter
system.
The Pro-Semester report goes on
to say that freshman and sophomore
courses will be offered only twice in
the academic year. This will allow
more section offerings, and better
schedule flexibility within the semester, but it will limit scheduling flexibility in the overall academic year. In
addition, the Pro-Quarter report states
that ''changing to semesters would
reduce course offerings for the student with possible staff reductions.''

the following is just one of many
plaris that .can be developed to
obtain that goal. No matter what
plan you develop it must be developed and implemented immediately for it to be effective.
Possible Plan of Action:
Immediately:
1. Obtain a mailing list of
current and potential students for
the fall of '93
2. Research past union strikes
andfindoutwhatthestrikes were
over and who was telling the truth.
This can be used as ammunition. Don't repeat history:

tion and the SEA aware of your
position. Students will not be used as
pawns.
This shows student awareness
and neutrality.
June
4. Present a draft of a letter you
will be sending to all students detailing the following:
a. Previous strike information
b. Phone #'softhe heads of the
Administration and the SEA
c; Students' rights to reimbursement for missed classes
d. What students should do if
there is a strike
l . Address tuition and fl.
nancial aid

Continued On Page 6

Former Senate Pres. Gives Advice on Potential Stike

Note From The Editor: The
following letter was sent to the
Chronicle byformer Student Senate President, Shane Ross.
To: The 1993-1994 Shawnee
Student Senate, and Student

Leaders

As you may or may not know
the SEA contract is up July l st of
this year. In the past the Student
Senate has been ill prepared for
the end of any contract at shawnee
(with the. exception of the 1992
CWA contract) therefore when
the faculty went on strike the previous two contracts, the students
didn't know what to do. The Student Senate tried to conduct information forums with students, bur
most erupted into shouting
matches among the students. The
students were exposed to propaganda by both sides, so when the
strike did occur students were pitted against one another.
In both strikes the Senate and
student body were powerless to do
anything. For that reason this
charge is issued. The hope is that
the current student body will have
the opportunity to pursue an uninterrupted educational experience,
without having to endure the extreme bitterness of a strike.
I charge the student body to do
the following:
I. The Senate must decree to
both the Administration and the
SEA that students will not be used

LD

May

3. Make both the Administra-

Continued On Page 8

If the strike were to last for three . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - weeks, 3/ l Oof the material covered in
Students in the state of Ohio all cla~s would be lost, as would
have many alternatives when it $600.00 in pay during break and
comes to higher education. There $240.00 of tuition.
Dear Editor,
Assembly, not the "United Faculty
In the event a quarter is cancelled,
are thirteen state institutions and ·
Thank you for reporting on my Assembly." (Anyone who has obmany more private ones. This is students could lose three months o
where the students' power is, the pay due to delayed employment, three recent election as President of [the] served one of our meetings would
luxury of affordable education else- months of interest on student loans, UFA. In the discussion with a Uni- trecognize the hwnor in describing us
where. Only if you have informed and would have incompatible trans- versity Chronicle editor, I failed to as "United.") Secondly, I recieved
the returning student that the faculty fer schedules . Tuition and time would note the other new officers of the an M.A. in History in 1969 from
organization. They are Dr. Zhanbo Indiana University-Bloomongton
contract has not been accepted and also have been wasted.
During strikes, students are faced Yangas Vice-President, Prof. Gary rather than an M.A. in Political Scithey have had an opportunity to
with many potential problems: de- Gemmer as Treasurer, Prof. Jeff ence from the University of Indiaapply to other schools.
Look at the impact of l 00 stu- layed graduation, missed work op- Humble as Secretary, and Prof. napolis. (I am so ancient that the
dents not enrolling or not returning portunities, financial aid and student Barb Edwards as Member At University of Indianapolis didn't exist when I earned my degree!)
to Shawnee State this fall. If only loan complications, and harassment Large.
in
the
article
statements·
Two
Sincerely,
for
crossing
picket
lines.
I 00 students enroll elsewhere, it
John
L Kelley
need
correction.
Firstly,
the
UFA
The
Senate
must
develop
a
plan
of
will be 3.3% decrease in the enrollUFA
President
stands
for
the
University
Faculty
action
to
help
avoid
a
potential
strike,
ment at Shawnee (based on 3000

Prof. Kelley Responds To
UFA Article
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Letter to the "Editor-InChief'' Kevin L. Zornes
Re: Mr. Holmes' Misconceptions of Islam
I would like to say that I enjoyed reading Mr. Holmes article
"A Journey Into Islam" that was
in your April 28th issue. It was
refreshing to see someone viewing
things objectively in this area of
the country.
I was disappointed, however,
inafewmistakesthatinoticedand
I would like to take the opportunity
to correct them.
First off, underneath the symbol was written ''Allaband God.''
This would seem to indicate that
Allah and God are different entities.
The Qur' an clearly identifies
Allah with The God of the Hebrews. Because Allah is the same
God as the God of Judaism and
Christianity, many Muslims disapprove of the use of the name
Allah in English language commentary on their religion.
They argue that Allah should

betranslatedasGod,notusedinthe
ArabictransliterationAllah,toshow
that this is the same deity as the one
worshipped by the Jews and Ouistians. I was pleased to find that Mr.
Holmes used the correct form in the
text of his article.
In the text, Mr. Holmes stated:
"The writings that he recorded
later would form the Qur'an", and
•'These books to the Muslims were
corrupted by mankind since they
were not immediately written
down.'•
Mr. Zornes, this is simply not
the case. Muhammad was illiterate
and could not have recorded any
aspect of God's revelation. The
Qur'an calls Muhammad the Unlettered Prophet because he was
illiterate. (3 7)
In fact, no text of the revelations
was .compiled
in
Muhammad's lifetime. He established Islam as a new religion of
The Book, but at his death (June 8,
632 A.O.), there was no book onlyfragmentsofwhatMuhammad
had been heard to say, scribbled on

bones, skins and recorded in the
minds of men. (61)
Salman Rushdie suggested in
''Satanic Verses'' that a scribe had "
taken advantage of Muhammad's
illiteracy in order to ''mischievously" misquote him. This is why
the faithful wanted him dead for
blasphomy. (62)
The compiling of the Qur'an
began under Abu Bakr, who was the
first caliph (successor to the temporalauthorityoftheprophet),andwas
not completed until the time of the
thirdCaliphUthrnan(644-656A.D.)
A committee was headed by
Zaid Ibn Thabit, a Meclinese who ·
had been Muhammad's secretary
who gathered all the fragments of
text and memory extant, collecting
pieces of parchment and bone on
which verses had been recorded,
andproducedtextwhichtheCaliph
, Uthman, proclaimed official. All
others were ordered destroyed. ( 6 I)
Mr. Holmes also stated: ''The
Qur'an was ... written as it was delivered. This explains to the disorder to a Christian or Jew reading

· In the above Letter to the Editor, Mr. ::;nope pomte<1 out a mistake that was purely typographical
in nature, the use in the caption of
the name of God: "Allah and
God." The caption I intended use
"or", but sometimes, since the
production work is done late at
night before going to press, these
things happen. When we spoke
about the matter, we came to the
common conclusion about the misinterpretation of "and".
However, I wish to explain Mr.
Shopes' points farther on the sub-'
jects he commented on in his scholarly letter and define them. The
first concerns the reasons why
Muslims do not like English versions of the Qur'an or use of the
materials outside the original classical Arabic in whis;h they were
written. This was because, to the
Muslim, the language and script of
God is Classical Arabic. Gabriel
(Arabic "Jibril ") recited the
Qur'an to Muhammad in Classical
Arabic. They believe that an exact
duplicate of the Qur'an exists in
Heaven with the script in Classical
Arabic. Orthodox Muslims would
havetroublewiththeModemArabic version of the Qur'an. How can
you change the words of God, as
delivered to Muhammad on "The
Night of Power and Excellence?"
That is why, in most scholarly
translations oftheQur' an, the origi-

nal Classical Arabic is beside the
new language.
They fear corruption ofthe word
of God by translating the words.
There is truth to this. We can see this
in the debate over translations of
Biblical text from its original Hebrew and Greek to Latin and English. Many academicians claim that
the King James Version of the Bible
written in 1611 wasmistranslatedor
the stresses that were placed in the
origit\al passages were lost, often
times for lack of a better word in the
English translation. The best example of this is for the word love. In
English there is one word for the
various forms of love and in Greek
theit are three distinct words. So
when the original scrolls are translated from Greek all forms of the
verb become the English word love.
~ow many definitions of love do
you have in English: erotic love
(GreekEros),brotherlylove(Philos)~
and sacrificiiµ love (God-like loveAgape.) The only way to understand
the scripture is to read in the context
of the sentence and this is subject to
the interpretation of the reader. The'
te?{t, to the reader, often times is
weakened by the use of an everyday
word with multiple meanings.
Furthermore, the Muslims view·
the illiteracy of Muhammad as proof
of the Qur'an being divinely inspired. Mr. Shope makes a good
argument that it could be for~d in

theory. However, we cannot address
the 1s1am1c tatth m the torm of rational arguments to the believer, for as
believers they have their own rationality as believers. The unbeliever
must approach any faith as a believer
to understand the mind of any practitioner of any religion, while keeping in mind objectivity. The Muslims would argue how could an
illiterate compose 114 suras [chapters] of the Qur'an with such beautiful rhyme and style?
The work The Satanic Verses
challenged more than the authenticity ofa scribe's work, but the revelations of Muhammad. The Satanic
Verses depicts a prophet that parallels Muhammad and calls into the
question the divinity of his revelation. In the story the prophet comprises his revelations in order to appease the leaders of a great city
(Mecca). The prophet comprises allows the people ofthe city to worship
the three pagan goddesses as lesser
entities to God. According the text
he creates a revelation to appease the
leaders of city who for the sake of
profit does not wish to abandon their
pagan ways. However, he does realize his error and creates another revelation to correct the previous one
and denies the first. This turns the
figure that parallels Muhammad into
a corrupt politician.
According to some secular and\or
non-Muslim historians the story is

the Qur'an because there are no
books or apparent order."
As I have stated before it was not
and could not have been written as
delivered by God through the Angel
Gabriel because Muhammad was iiliterate. So, this could not be used to
explain the apparent disorder.
I say apparent disorder because
there is an order to the Qur'an. The
Suras (chapters) of the Qur'an are in
order of longest to shortest. English
translations tend to change this order
around a bit.
Overall, I feel that the article was
agoodoneandiapplaudMr.Holmes
for clearing up a lot of misconceptions that most people have about
Islam.
- For those interested, I highly recommend "Understanding Islam, An
Introduction to the Musli!)l World"
by Thomas W. Lippman, published
by the Penguin Group, August 1990,
whoseworkihavecitedinthisletter.
Scholar At Large,
P. David Shope
(Still Studious)

A Response From Holmes

based on truth. That Muhammad was
eager to attain the approval of the
Muslim faith in Mecca he sacrificed .
his principles and venerated the three
(
goddesses ofMecca al-Lat, al-'Uzza,
andManatas ''sacred swans'• through
a supposed divine revelation. After
the negative reaction he got from his
followers he disregarded Ole old revelation. He changed the work to state,
"What, would you have males and
He females? That would indeed be an
unjust division. They are nothing but
names you and your fathers have
named, God has sent down no authority touching them [goddesses]."
(Qur'an, 53 :21-23)
This does not also include the
slanderous portrayal ofprophet's first
wife as a harlot. The character is
based on Muhammad's first wife
Khadijah whom was 15 years his
elder and bore him six children. The
marriage proved to be happy and her
reputation was good. The book is to
the Muslim as the movie Last Temptation of Christ is to Christians.
The challenge that proves the sacredness of the scriptures to the Muslims is the tahaddi which is repeated
throughout the work. One passage
states: ''If you doubt what We bilve
revealed
to
Our
servant
[Muhammad], produce one chapter
comparable to this book. Call upon
your idols to assist you, if what you

Continued On Page 8
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Friends, voters, fell ow students: lend me your sense of anger, repulsion, as well as your
yearning for justice. This young
Republican is as mad as h-edouble hockey sticks and he's not
going to take it anymore! The
American criminal-justice system
has become as efficient as a onelegged man at a rear-end kicking
contest and as revered' as an inbred third cousin who plays the
banjo and sucks jell-o through a
straw. The courts have become
rest stops for those who have just
committed vile acts in public and
who,once they 're convicted, commit even more vile acts in private
luxury suits mistakenly referred
to as' maximum security cells.
Ladies and gents, civilized soci-

ety is receding faster than Bruce
Willis' hairline l!fld radical steps
must be taken immediately!
First of ~11 let's nuke
some
commonly-held
myths. Criminals are not
misunderstood victimsofsociety. They are immoral
worm-ridden filth with no
regard for anything or anyone other than satisfying their
primordial urges and covering their own behinds (at
least until they get to the
prison showers). Capital
punishment is neither cruel
nor unusual punishment. The
only instance in which an execution would constitute cruel
and unusual punishment would
be if the hangman would re-

I thought it would be interesting to reminisce about society as we knew it when we were
all younger. I'm talking about
the T. V. shows and music groups
ofthelate 1970'sandearly80's.
I'll write the works and you can
excavate your memoy and relive the mystical time of entertainment of 15 years ago.
Who were some of the teen
idols from that generation? Does
anyone remember Scott Baio,
Leif Garrett, and Shawn
Cassidy? I'm writing all these
_names from memory, so I may
misspell a name or two or ten.
And we can't forget Farrah
Fawcett, Cheryl Ladd, and
Cheryl Tiegs. Isn't she the one
who does those Cover Girl
commericials? I wonder what
ever became of those oncepopular stars? Once they leave
the acting department, they nor:
mally end up peMiless and
working in places such as dry
cleaners.
Remember the old sitcom
Diff'rent Strokes? Rather drab
when compared to today's energetic RoseaMe and Married
With Children, wasn't it? We
all know what happened to two
of the teen stars on Diff'rent
Strokes. Dana Plato (the older
sister-was her name Kimberly?)
ended up, as I predicted, penniless and working in a dry clean-

ers. I think she went on to
advance her career in robbery
by burglarizing some small
business, didn't she? Anyone
know all the facts on that mishap? And poor Todd Bridges,
who played Willis, ended up
shooting someone. Apparently
T. V. acting can become pretty
traumatic business for some
people.
Let's think of a few other
once-popular shows. There
was Happy Days, starring the
ultimate in coolness, the Fonz.
I never really liked him because he thought he was just
too bad. All in the Family was
perhaps my favorite ofall comedies. I still have a lot of those
shows videotaped, and sometimes whatch reruns when
there's nothing else to do. Alice, The Jeffersons, The Partridge Family, The Brady
Bunch (which I hated as much
as The Partridge Family; I
wonder why the show producers didn't choose a name like
theOstrichFamilyortheGeese
Family?). Sure makes you feel
silly that we actually watch
shows like those, doesn't it?
Can anyone remember the
Brady's? It took a while for me
to remember, but here's a complete rundown of the family
members: Let's see, there was

Ma;af~ ·f993
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place a noose with a bungee cord. And
finally, the appeals process accomplishes

nothing but costing the taxpayers too
much, throwing napalm under the
A.C.L.U.'s fire, and making millionaires
out of pinkos like William Kunstler and
Alan Derschowitz. It's so ridiculous that

when Ted Bundy was convicted I
was sucking on a pop-cicle clad in
Superman Underoos and by
the time the state of Florida
forced Bundy to assume room
temperature I was cruising
along the side streets in a teenage testosterone rage.
The fact is that over the
past twenty years the liberal
give-away and guilt bunch
have run hog wild tampering
with the American CriminalJustice system and as a result
violent crime has increased
75% and prisons have a steady
66% recidivism rate. Such esteemed institutions as the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility
haven't corrected anything. So let
me submit my radical yet simple

solution. If you are convicted then
a judge should have a mandatory
sentence to hand down. If you are
convicted ofmurder, rape, etc. then
come daylight you 're gonna swing
like a church bell on sunday morning. I don't believe in the electric
chair, the gas chamber, or lethal
injection. That costs too much. Ai
good rope from a local hardware
store, some lumber, and a few good
carpenters could build a gallows
cheaper then any of the aforementioned methods of discontinuing
one's oxygen intake, or in the im~
mortal words of the great twentieth century philosopher John
W-ayne, "We'er gonna give ya' a
first class trial followed by a first
class hangin'' •. Where's the Duke
when we really need him?

and Mary Anne, here on Gilligan's
Island. Poor Mary Anne. She' soothing but Mary Anne. She's not a
smart professor or a beautiful movie
starorarichmillionaire.Atleastshe
wasn't as lclutzy as the Icing of all
nerds, Gilligan. Maybe in her life on
the Mainland, Mary_Annewas somebody important like a seamstress or
a bartender. Toughluck,Mary Anne.
Enough about T.V. Now, onto
music. What ever happened to:
Blondie, ABBA, Air Supply, REO
Speedwagon, Cool and the Gang,
the Police, the Go-Go's, Sister
Sledge, Loverboy, Asia, Devo, and
the Village People? Do they exist
anymore? do faded rock groups end
up in some musical black hole or
some other strange vocal void?
Speaking of the Village People,
didanyoneseethemonDickClark's
New Year's Eve Special? Ijusthappened t find the tape with that recording on it, and was surprised t see
the Village People singing on it.
Like, this group hasn't been heard of
since Nam. With all the wild rumors
which circulated about the members of the group, I would have
thought that most, if not all of the
members would have been pushing
uyp daisies (dead) long ago. How on
earth could any rock group manage
to come up with a song about the
YMCA? Of all things, the Village
People managed to get the lyrics and
make up a song about the YMCA.
Did a member of the group walk

down the street one day and think,
"Well, what do you know, the
YMCA. What better a topic to
write about a song about? I'm totally surprised this idea hadn't hit
me earlier!" Some of the lyrics are
of questionable meaning. Two of
the verses go something fike this:
You can get yourself clean, you
can gave a good meal, you can do
whatever you feel...lt's fun to stay
at the YMCA. They have everything for you men to enjoy, You
can hang out with all the boys... ''
I mean, really now, how many
different interpretations can there
be for lyrics like that. Oh well, it's
not, for me to judge.
I left out a lot of the things I
wanted to discuss in this column.
Heck, I just barely scratched the
surface here. Scrape through your
memory and see what else you can
remember about the wild times of
the bell-bottom era of rock and
roll. I hate bell-bottoms... butthat's
a different topic all together.

A Look Back At Those Thrilling Days ofYesteryear

Cindy,theyoungestoneincurls,

Jan, Marsha, Greg, Bobby, and Peter, plus
mommy and daddy and that silly dingbat
Alice. They shoul've made the father the
presidentofsomeuniversitysoAlicecould
be the university-provided maid, such as

the one SSU has.
Here's a few more shows: Good Times
(which I think actually had Janet Jackson
as one of the young teen stars), Sonny and
Cher, Dinah, Starsky and Hutch, Wonder
Woman, the Bionic Man and the Bionic
Bimbo--whoops, I mean the Bionic
Woman.Therewasalso,foradurationof
about two weeks, a bionic boy and a
bionic dog, weren't there? For all of you
uninformed individuals, bionics meant a
combination of biology and electronics.
A little tidbit of trivia. And just a couple
of more: Love Boat, Bewitched, Sha Na
Na, Soul Train, and The Land of the Lost.
Shows like Gilligan's Island and the
Benny Hill show can still be seen late at
night
those low-budget independent
T.V. stations. To refresh our memories, the
cast of Gilligan's Island included Gilligan,
of course, the skipper too, the millionaire

on

and his wife, the movie star, the professor

:::::::·)>{.:

Want To
Write
Opinions?
/(You Say What
YouMeanAnd
Mean What You
Say, Write It
Down... Call Us

355-2278
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Reflections On Earth Day 1993

By Daniel Stewart
uc Guest Columnist
Itwas though spring had come with
the morning and taken winter by surprise.
The trees were greening and the
morningsunwasshiningonnewfallen
snow atop Pine Mountain. Here in the
valleybelowtherewasnosnow; a cold
wind was the only reminder of winter.
It was Earth Day, and a time to
reflect and be thankful.
A lot has happened in the span of a
few mere months.
-86 deaths from fire near Waco,
Texas as the 51 day standoff among
A.T.F.,theF.B.I.andcultleaderDavid
Koresh ends dramatically.
-8deathsinaprisonriotatS.O.C.F.
in Lucasville, Ohio.
-Serbians continue to rampage

Opinion

.
Bosnia as "ethnic cleansing" continues.
-1 death and hundreds injured
when terrorists bomb the World
Trade Center building in New York
City.
-117 charges arise from the Pentagoninvestigationofthe U.S ..Navy
Tailhook Scandal
-a 21-year-old sailor is accused
ofbrutallymurderinga "gaysailor"
while ashore in Japan.
The above list of headlines is
endless. I made mention of those
most distressing for a number of
reasons - all received, at least, national attention and, more importantly, paint an ugly picture of us.
A picture ofus ...you and I, individuals in a society full of diversity.

.
But is our diversity an asset or is it
a liability? Some would argue it is
a liability; because of diversity,
we are divided. Still, some say it
is an asset. I honestly don't know!
I do know that there is a place in
societyforeveryone, regardle_ssof
who or what they are.
SSU Professor of Psychology
Dr. Jerry L. Walke once said he'd
employme ... ashisshoeshineboy.
Needless to say, it was insulting. I
respect Dr. Walke, but question
his ideas of assistance. What is
scary is, I considered his offer.
Thepoint:whileourideasarevery
different (diverse), we're two totally different individuals. Maybe
that's why he's a Ph.D. and I'm
not. Walke is a good friend and

teacher.
Moreover, consider another
SSU professor like Dr. Jim Miller
- an all around great guy. A very
dedicated professor of Sociology
by day, talented Blues guitaristby
night. Dr. Valentine, a tough but
dedicated teacher - not popular,
but greatly respected. Dr. Kendall
D' Andre, professor of Philosophy,
theniostfearedteacheroncampus
- many students complain about
him,butwithgreatrespectbecause
he loves and knows his job.
All are SSU faculty, noted for
theirdiversity. Eachcommandand
deserve much admiration and respect for a thankless job. I admire
you gentlemen.
Reflect upon the faculty at

SSU, looking beyond biasedness.
Realistic observation will show
that most are dedicated,
hardworking, and genuinely care
about the success oftheir students.
Even though they're very differerit individuals in who they are,
their goal is a common one - edueating their students.
On that bright, cold Earth Day
morning, I reflected on the many
who touched and enriched my life
at Shawnee State. I miss being on
campus. Thank all of you very
much for sharing with me special
friendships and the knowledge to
persevere in these difficult times.
Your faith, patience, diligence,
and perseverance are greatly acknowledged and appreciated.

Two athletes from Shawnee State
Universitywererecentlyputonprobationduetochargesofracism.Iknowof
an individual who thinks they should
have been expelled from schpol.I realize that every Crill¥ deserves a punishment, but reality mqst be instilled.
JackieWeberhadtoldmeaboutthe
incide01 before I read about it in the
Chronicle. She had expressed the nervousnessthatsheexperiencedthroughout the ordeal, since slle was the mascot ''Bear''. She told me that if there
had been any trouble, she would have
been a target. She went on to say she
was not scared; if she had been scared,
she would have been out of there. ·
What began as an effort to boost
school spirit and to arouse a defeatist

attitude toward the opposing team
became a reported racial incident.
Apparently, the President of Central
State contacted our fine President,
Clive Veri. Their President expressed
his displeasure in this incident and
mentioned that it could result in an .
unnecessary reaction by some spectators.
I feel that no racism was in- .
tended, but that obviously was not
apparent. A "prank" intended to
ignite school spirit between the
Shawnee State Bears and the Central State Marauders turned out to be
an incident of racism.
While the action of the two perpetrators may have been insensitive,
aJX>logies were made, and I'm sure
faces were red. What started out as

anembarrassingshowofimmaturity was pumped up until we required extra security for safety's
sake,butnoleersweremadeatthe
game nor bottles thrown. The students from S.S. U. were concerned
and wondered about the results of
the evening, but were relieved that
nothingoutoftheordinary,e-xcept
losing, happened.It seems that what was called
for here was sensitivity and that
everyone should have been considered. Sensitivity is a two-way
street and there should have been
asmuchofthatgoingt0those who
were guilty of the "crime", as
well as to those offended by this
so-called racism. What is good for
the goose is good for the gander.

Crime deserves punishment, but
the reality is crime is sometimes its
own punishment (if this can be
considered a crime).
. Weallknowracismisthe "licking of the bottom of the ethnocentric cesspool.'' To receive the full
and added benefit of this process,
one must do so carefully, slowly,
and with great expectation of receiving of total repertoire of the
benefits 'from this action. However, on occasion, or perhaps always, some ofus are guilty of the
aforementioned process. But we
should ask ourselves "What pleasure do we get from this process?
And do we lick our lips? How does
it benefit mankind?" As we may,
orshouldsee,theethnocentriccess-

·
pool is a sticky situation, and we
should wonder if we really want to
divulge that stinkin' mess.
"Roses have thorns" and everybody must be treated with care
and great sensitivity, no matter what
their differences might be. Otherwise, someone will get pricked or
poked. "We must walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
redeemingthetime because the days
areevil."Pendulwnscanswingtoo
far. Dea~ing with any kind of
disfunctionrequiressensitivity. We
must consider that to cut offa child's
hand for stealing cookies is not
reasonable, rational, merciful, or
beneficial, and is as far from sensitivity, of any kind, as we are from
Heaven.

You traveling through space and
time. You come to a door leadiQg to
another dimension. A dimension where
the T .V. show •'Cheers" will be missed,
the T.V. show "A Different World"
will not be missed, and life just won't
be the same without ' ' Quantum Leap.''
You're about to cross over into ...The
Twilight Zornes.
Welcome. This week, I'm pretty
sure there's a major conspiracy at work
against me. It involves television.
Please, let me explain ...
In the past six or seven years, I've
noticed that every T.V. show I watch
routinely is mysteriously taken offthe
air. As I mentioned inmy introduction,
"Cheers" and "Quantum Leap", two
of my favorite shows,.are both in their
final season. In the past, l was a devoted
viewer of "Miami Vice", which, for
some reason: was taken off the air.
"T6.ur.of.Oufy: '., the CBS sf)b:.v~al>9Yt ,

Vietnam is no longer available for and tampon commercials they gram and leave me with my pizza
my viewing pleasure . ''China purposely show while I'm snack- rolls and even more douche and
Beach'', an ABC show about ing on Jeno's Pizza Rolls and tampon commercials.
"Mom, do you douche?"
women's efforts in Vietnam was watching T .V. I believe that they
"No dear, I smell like Jeno's
canceled. And worst of
Pizza Rolls!"
all, there was "Magnum
Well, I'll let you in
P.I." Actually, I don't
on a little secret. In an
even want to talk about
effort to insure the qualhow much I miss that
ity of television, I'm
show.
turning myT .V. on durSo as you can see, all
ing all the shows I hate,
the quality shows that I
including ''Beverly
have 'enjoyed over the
Hill's 90210", "Top
years have been stolen
Cops'', and ' 'Full
from me. Now I'm left
House". I've already
with shows like ''Northern Exposure" and "Secret Service." And are so upset, they've somehow . succeeded in having one show I
do they actually expect me to watch bugged my television with some despise canceled ... " A Different
sort ofdevice that enables them to World." I only had to watch it
"Top Cops"?
monitor what I'm watching. After twice and POOF! the final episode.
I don't see it happening.
This is the only way I know of
My theory is the three major they let the shows run for a season
networks are upset at me for the ·or two, (they're teasing me don't to make sure television doesn't
letters I wrote them about the douche you know?), they ·cancel the pro- bec·ome an area where·writers'Say-"

"Sensitiv ity Is A Tw o Way Stre et ... "
By J. Douglas Miller

uc Staf[Writer

QualityT.V.: A Thing Of The Past?=

"Let's see how m~y stupid things
we can say or do in_ minutes!"
This is my way of making your
world a better place.
Youwanttohearthereallyfunny
thing? Some people have even suggested the shows I watch are worthless.
The nerve of some people.
Anyhow, until next time, laugh,
take a bath, and help your son; he's
failing math!

Quote of the Week

God is dead.
-Nietzsche
Nietzsche is dead.
-God
-Graffiti in..q New
York Subwav .
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Henderson Recovering

New Guest Columnist loins Staff

can't know what it was like walkin'
I was also havin' some trouble
into that empty house .. .I guess I just sleepin' about this time and so I got
sat around the house a lot. With my hold of some sleelpin' pills and I
Jay Arr Henderson
grief. And sometimes, I'd hear a started havin' a drink to help me get
little noise that the house' d make to sleep. That made me feel better so
and I'd think it was his footstep and I started havin' a drink in the afterI'd start to turn around with this big noon. Then one in the evenin'.
smile and then I'd remember he was
I won't go through the whole
gone and I wasn't ever gonna hear story; there ain't room in this col(Note from the Editor) To those
his footsteps again.
umn. The point I want to make is that
of you out there who are still folI cried a lot those days,
all the drugs I was usin' were solowing what may be the longest
I had a lot of physical pain. I had cially acceptable and about all of'em
continued story in the history of
broken my hip only a year earlier were given to me by doctors. They
newspaper reporting, the plot thus
and I had bad shooting pains when- were all perfectly legal drugs which
far:Jay Arr Henderson, wdhose
ever the weather turned wet. I also I would have.left layin' around for
inane scribblings were a great fahad arthritis in my hands and my anyone to see.
vorite of some former editor who
right knee, so you'll see that I had a
It's true I lied to some o' these
shall remain nameless [thanks for
lot of pain on wet days. When it doctors to get them drugs. But I
nothing, Donna) but who has since
actually rained the pain would let up didn't really think there was anygone downhill considerably,
a little, but not much. There were thing wrong with that. I had my
claimed that he had come into posdays when just walkin' was so pain- pride and I didn't want them doctors
sessionofphotographsshowingFBI
ful, I just sat on the couch and to know how weak I was and how
Chief Melvin Ses.~ions doing somewatched television the whole day.
much drugs I needed to get by.
thing odd with achihu1fhua. Shortly
Some of you young women
Besides, I'm sure some of those
thereafter he was attacked and
won't believe this, but sometimes I doctors knew what was goin' on.
beaten by three men and a
had more pain in my old age than I But they looked at ~e and saw a
chihuahua and bitten with what he
did when I was in labor.
weak, lonely old woman who probclaims were "teeth like pickaxes.
The doctors had been givin' me ablywouldn'tlivemuchlonger, anyAnd I think the dog bit me also."
pain shots for the arthritis the last way, and they thought: What does it
Mr. Henderson was taken to a lofew years but lately they hadn't mall«2 So they gave me the drugs,
-cal hospital and put on a regimen
helped much. After the hip broke figurin' it really didn't make no
of pain-killing drugs. A recovering
they put me on a lot stronger stuff. I. difference.
alcoholic and addict, he quickly
Well I want to tell them this: I!
was gettin' painkillers that_had morreverted to his old drunken ways.
in
'em.
But
phine
and
stuff
like
that
This space was taken over by a
makes a ditfe~n~ !
Life is too precious to throw
even that didn 't help enough, so l
bewildering variety of guest colof.
I
away
on drugs.
did
somethin'
I'm
ashamed
umnists arranged b_y Mr.
to
another
doctor
and
lied,
I
It
never
even occurred to me that
went
Henderson. He granted himself a
told
him
I
didn't
have
no
reg'lar
I
could
become
an addict by using
LAMA (I.eave Against Medical
Guest
Column
doctor.
He
gave
me
Percodan.
That
.
these
drugs.
I
thought
addicts were
Advice) and was found slumped
By Bertha De Bleuze
helped
some.
crazy
punks
running
around with
over a word-processor in the
Hi, my name is Bertha and I'm
I'dbeenatwo-packadaysrrioker
needles
hangin'
out
o'
thier arms
Chronicle offices, trying to write an alcoholic and an addict.
and
I
had
this
hacking
androbbin'
liquor
stores
to
get money
for
forty
years
what he called "the Great
I can't type too good these days
for
their
next
"fix."
I
didn't
figure
cough.
I'd
been
usin'
this
cough
fAmerican Humor Column." Mr.
on account o' the arthritis, but I'm
syrup
for
years
now.
I
won't
menout
that
I
was
an
addict
for
a
long
Henderson was taken to a local
recordin' this. Mr. Henderson says
tion
the
brand
name
but
it
had
a
lot
time.
When
I
finally
got
so
bad
that
Drug Addiction and Alcoholism someone at the paper will type it up.
alcohol
and
a
whole
lot
of
codeine
in
I
had
to
go
for
help
or
die,
I
was
so
Treatment ·Facility.
He says they're desperate for arit. I didn't know that then. I jus_t . ashamed!
ticles and it won't hurt 'em to do a
I found out I wasn't alone,
Hello to everybody and many little real work for a change. That figured the people who made that
stuff
wouldn
~t
put
anything
harmful
though.
A lot of older people get
thanks to all of you who sent cards Mr. Henderson sure has a good sense
in
there,
since
they
sold
it
over
the
hooked
on drugs. Older people
and letters wishing me a speedy re- of humor, don't he?
counter
where
any
kid
could
get
it.
who've
been
busy their whole lives
covery. To all of you who haven't
(Editor's Note: No,he doesn't.)
Nowlneverdreamoftakin' any and then they retire or their spouse
sent a card or letter yet, Let's Get
I first got addicted to drugs at the
medication without readin' the in- dies and the kids are all grown up
Wilth It! And to the person who age of sixty-one.
gredients and lookin' it up in the and away from home ...
_wrote to inquire if Melvin Sessions
Maybe I better get somethin'
A lot of these people are even
were
anything
like
Jam ~traight before I start tellin' you my PLhysician 's Desk Reference. Later
Sessions ... haven't you been paying story. I ain'tnoseniorcitizen. Livin' on I found out that there used to be more ashamed than I was. Some of
a brand of cough syrup on the mar- 'em are so ashapled of bein' addicts
attention?
long enough to get old ain't easy
Well, here I am at the Seven Hills these days. I been through a lot to get ket that would give you hallucina- they never go for help. I blame TV
tions if you drank a bunch of it You and movies for a lot of this. They
Institute for Teaching Addicts to old and I '.m proud I made it.
could go on a "trip" just like on help shape our ideas about what
Survive Sober, one ofthe many wonAnyway, I got addicted when I
LSD. I forget the name of that stuff, addicts and alcoholics are like. And,
derful, new rehabilitation facilities was sixty-one.
but Mr. Henderson seems toremem- the government'salwaysdone more
which sprang up when it was discovI'd been married forty years to
harm than good, I think. And still do
ered that there was an incredible the same man. Then, when Wilbur ber it fondly.
Anyway I was gettin' real more harm than good.
amount of money to be made out of died, well, all the kids had already
depresesed about then, as you can
I couldn't stand seein' people
these things.
moved away and had lives of their
Not that that matters to me. own and they was always too busy to imagine, what with the kids gone come to the NA and AA meetins
Shawnee U. is still paying for every- come see me ... they all had to rush and Wilbur gone and bein' all alone, maybe once or twice and then we'd
thing. This place must be costing off after.the funeral and get back to so I went to yet another doctor and never see them again. I had to do
somethin'. I started doin' a lot of
them a fortune, too. Still, the doctors their jobs and whatever and you he gave me some Valium.

by

say, as long as
Shawnee remains solvent,
nothing is too
goodforarecovering addict. If
Shawnee goes bankrupt, I'm out on
the streets, though. So let's not mention a little matter of three-quarters
ofa million dollars that turned out to
be non-existent, okay?
The Institute has done very well
by me. I even have a private telephone with an outside line. Ever
played long-distance blindfold dialing? I won the game we had last
night. I reached the Fiji Islands.
What does Waka-Tika-Niha:x:mean,
anyway?
I want to apologize for not having written a column in such a long
time. But I think the guest columnists I lined up did a wonderful job,
didn't they? Not only have they
illwninated some ofthe major social
ilssues of our time, they did it without even knowing what they were
talking about. Now, That's Entertainment!
The doctors say I shouldn't stress
myself, so I'm afraid I won't have
another column for you for awhile.
But I have a guest columnist lined
up. Her name is Bertha DeBleuze
and she works here at the Institute as
a COUJ\SClor. I hope you enjoy her
column.

.

sponsor work with people my own
age and twelfth-steppin' and stuff
like that. Finally, I became a counselor here atthe Institute 'cause old
people need someone to talk to, too,
when they 're goin' through withdrawaland laterwhen they're tryin'
to stay clean and sober.
That's why I agreed to do this
column; it was to tell people that
there's help available and that drug
addiction and alcoholism has no
respect for old age. It hits old people
just like it hits young people and old
people need to do somethin' about it
just like young people do. I won't
bore you with a lot of facts and
figures, but I will say this: there's
millions of prescriptions written
every year for "senior citizeens"
and a lot of 'em are for things lilke
Valium and pain-killers and well,
you get the idea. A lot of these
prescriptions are really tryin' to kill
loneliness and lx>redom. Usin' these
things don't mean you 're an addict,
but if you're usin' a lot of this kind
of stuff, you might want to talk to
somebody.
Somewhere else in this paper,
you'll find a listin' ofNA meetins in
your area. Don't be afraid to go on in
and talk to these people, they're
goodpeople. Alsothere'sprograms
at the various hospitals and the
meetiins and the programs understand alx>ut not givin' out names, so
no one has to know you were askin'
about this stuff. There' sAA meetins
around town, too.
And I'm here at the Institute
alx>ut every day, Lord willin'.
I had an operation some time
back and I'm scheduled for another
one soon, so I'm liable to miss a few
days, but I'm here most of the time.
I hope I'll have less pain after the
operations, and I been learnin' a
whole lot of stuff about controllin'
pain without drugs and' I found out
that when you 're workin' and feelin'
useful and you got good freinds to
laugh with, the pain don't lx>ther
you so much.
So come on in and have a cup of
tea with me and we 'II talk.
You'll find out you ain't alone.
And maybe you'll go away with
hope. Look at me.
If I can get clean and sober,
anybody can.

Write Humor For
The Chronicle
Call Jay Arr
Henderson at
355-2278
:.•
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Noted PhilosopherTo SpeakAt S~awnee State

By Jay Arr Henderson
·
uc Copy Editor
ceived a B.A. from the UniverDr. Edward F. McClennen, sity of Michigan in 1959 and his
one of America's foremost phi- Ph.D from Johns Hopkins in
losophers, will speak at 1968.-He has taught at Purdue,
Sha whee University later this CUNY,and Washington Univermonth. On Monday, May 17, sity, where he became a full
Mr. McClennen will appear in professor in 1972. Presently, he
the Flohr Lecture Hall. The is the Ohio Board of Regents
talk will begin at 7 :00pm, there Eminent Scholar in Moral and
will be a question and answer Social Philosophy and Senior
period at eight, and a recep- Research Fellow, Social Phition afterwards in the Richards losophy and Policy Center, of
Rotunda where refreshments Bowling Green State University
will be served.
· of Ohio, a post which he has
The talk will be part of the held since 1990. He is the coPixley Lecture Series, which editor of Foundation and Decihas brought us several noted
the major journal in the
philosophers in the past.
philosophical fields in which
"Ned," as he is known, re- Mr. McClennen works.

Fighting for peace
is like [having sex]
for chastity.
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Mr. McClennen's present
position is a state-funded chair
which came to Bowling Green
as the result of a competition
in which various institutions
submitted proposals . Mr .
McClennen is the first holder
of the chair which is generally
considered somewhat more
prestigious than Universitycreated positions.
He is a Foundationalist,
concerned largely with how we
justify our actions, what actions are legitimate in particular situations, and decision
theory . He attempts to create
ideal models of a decisionmaking process, a process that
-requires an overall definition

I
I
I
I
I
I
•I

Under a semester system, many
of the two credit-hour classes would
have to be combined with other
courses in order to be offered. The
semester quarter may also interfere
with some of the highly specializ.ed
short courses in the technology programs.
lbepro-semestercommitteesays
that ''the operating costs in the business area will be reduced by
$7,250.00 per year" and that "these
costsavingscombinedwithreduced
costs in the student service areas are
estimated at about $11,250.00 to
$11,450.00 per year ($7,250.00 +
. $4,000.00 to $4,200.00). But they
also stipulate that the one-time cost
of software to update historical infonnation on current students will
be up to $15,000.00.
The shift to semesters will provide a change in class and lecture
lengths, as well as a change in the
number of class meetings. Semesters will also allow professors to
cover more material and give students longer to reflect upon the material covered. But the pro-quarter
report cites a study which states that
in a quarter system, "students have
more opportunity for electives and
academic exploration and the systern better matches the students' attention span.''
lbe needs of the student are considered in the Quarter-Semester
Committee Report in that the early
commencement of the Winter se-

mester would allow students to begin looking for summer employment earlier than on a quarter system,butthemajorityoftheconcerns
outlined are those of the faculty.
The pro-semester report states that
secretaries would only have to type
tests every 25 to 30 days instead of
every 15 to 20 days on the current
system. Also, according to the
committee's report, "Faculty absences from a class or two during
the semester will have only minimal impact on the coverage ofstandard course content."
The pro-quarter report, on the
other hand, says that there is ''no
current formal student data available to support a change from a
quartersystem" and "~ecustomer
needs we (university) serve are the
students." The defenders of the
quarter system contend that changing our direction again so soon will
send negative signals to the accreditation agencies as to the consistency and stability of SSU.

for-

know

and

certain options in his own future. The rowers' ears were
all plugged with wax so they
could not hear the Sirens.
McClennen will examine
some situations in which modem people try to do the same
thing. He will show that there
is a downside to such courses
of action.
McClennen' s lecture is
made possible by a donation
from the Pixley Grant, which
sponsors the Pixley Lecture
Series. Our thanks go to Dr.
Kendall D 'Andrade, who arranged this presentation.
There is no admission fee
and the general public is invited.

Susan Warsaw Wins
Bear HugAward
I

By Diana L Ulsh
UC Scaff Writer
On Wednesday (4-28), I was leaving the Commons Building when I
overheard a woman and two men greet
each other in the hall. When the woman
wasaskedwhat she had been doing, she
repliled, "I just won the Bear Hug
Award!" Simple printed material cannot convey the surpise, pleasure, and
delight that her voice held.
C-oincidentally, I had been looking
fer this woman, the winner of the Bear
Hug Award, S1.&11 Warsaw.
Mrs. Warsaw is the Directer of
Devel01X11Cnt and Canmunity Relations here at Shawnee State University.
Ferthepastten ye3!'8, Mrs. Warsaw has
worked as a liaison between college
groups and the community.
Susan said that she was ''happily
overwhehned'' tofindoutshehad been
nominated. She also felt that, "Considering the number of ~ibilities, she
Commentary: 11re students of felt really special for being nominated,
Shawnee State UniPersity are the because so many peq,le work so hard
customers. Students pay the tuition, fer the students at Shawnee State Uniandtheydeservetobeinformedofthe versity." She does wish, though, that
important changes which may be the person who nominated her would
occwringinthe "product. "StudenJs come forward. lbe nominatioo was
are urged to look at the facts objec- aoonymous,aoo Susan told me she was
lively andformu/ate andexpress their deeplytouched that she had beenableto
opinions as to what is best for their have such an impact on saneooe's life.
Althwgh S1.&11 enjoys her job, she
educational needs. Will the UFA's
proposed. changes in the academic does regret that it doesn't allow her to
interactooe-on-one withmore students.
calendar be in )'OW" best interest?
Yet, obviously she has affected the
To: Shawnee State University Student Body
author
of this nominating letter.
From: Diana Unn Ulsh
1bis
is a nomination for Susan
ff you are willing to volunteer for a Big Bl70tber/Big Sister program
Warsaw.
Her efforts, time and talent
in Portsmouth, I am willing to "-8 up my phone ,bill calling Columbus
are
to
be
commended.
She is an inditrying to get one started. Please let me
by dropping off your name
vidualwhohasconstandybeen
accesand phone number in Massie 411.
sible
to
the
members
of
Shawnee
Also, if you could use a Big Brother/Big Sister program here in
State University.
Portsmouth, please let me know by dropping off your name
While herworkmay not be "onephone number in Mas.tie 411. Thank you.
. , . . \ _"., . _· . _
on-Gne" with students, Susan is con-

·---------·----------·-·--·- '-·-·--~·-·-·- -~--.....
With Coupon

of rationality, a topic which has
become increasingly important
in philosophical argument over
the last two decades. His talk
will concern our actions when
we ''tie our own hands,'' or cut
off certain options in our ,,own
future. He will illustrate this by
way of the tale of Ulysses and
the Sirens. In case you've
gotten, the Sirens had such beautiful voices that they were able
to lure passing sailors to them by
singing . Ulysses wanted to hear
the song but avoid the danger, so
he had himself tied to the mast of
his ship as they sailed past. Thus,
he could not go to the sirens no
matter how badly he might wish
to. He had effectively cut off

stantly utilizing creative ideas to
generate university participation.
She always has an idea, no matter
the iuue. She is an individual who
can be counted on time and time
again. But there is more to Susan

Warsaw.
um year, my grandmother,
mother and myself attended a lecture and Susan was the keynote
speaker. The topic of her speech
wasbreutcancer.Susan discussed
her own eiperience with breast
cancer.Herwordsrevealedmany
startling facts not only to me, but
to my mother and grandmother.
While her information in her lecture was traumatizing, she inspired my motherto have her first
mammography. My mother is in
her fifties and was always "too
busy" to take time for the x-ray.
Finally, my mother agreed to have
the mammography. It was at that
time a cancerous tumor was discovered.
However,thisstory hasahappy
ending (and a new beginning of
sorts.)Afteramastectomy,mother
is recovering and doing fine. Had
it not been for Susan's candidness
I wonder if mother would still be
alive today. I cannot thank her
enough.
lrud:titiootoherwodcatShawnee
State University, Susanhasraisedtwo
daughters during her twenty-six year
marriage. One of her daughters is a
senicr at Ohio State University, am
the~isafreshmanatGecrgetowri
Law School Susan has lived here in
Pcrtsmoolh fer her entire marriage,
after living in Baltinoe, Marylarxl.
Not ooly did Susan express her
Continued On Page 8
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McBride & the Ride andVince Neil

Well here I am again bring you oritsoldoutbefore I can get a copy
reviews of new music as I have to review, or an album won't get a
siQce back at the l>P.gining of fall lotofpromotionandShephard'sor
quarter. And in all thattime I have I won't know about it being out.
I'm just asking for some more
heard only a small amount of response to my column and myself. I responseonmycolumnandonany
had hoped that the student body music you would like for me to
would take up my offers of com- review. Also if any of you have
menting on their views ofnew mu- some new music that I haven't
sic and my reviews of that music.
reviewed, and you would like for
I'm not asking for you to write me to review it, just drop it off at
stuff to me so I can put it in the the newsroom, or give it.to me if
paper, I just like to hear what you you see.me on campus, along with
have to say about the job I've been your name, phone number, and
doingreviewingmusic.Ialsowould · your schedule so that I can return
like to see some of you asking me your music to you, and I '11 be more
forreviewsofcertainalbums. There than happy to review it.
isalotofmusicoutthereandldon't
. Now on with this weeks realways think to review some of it. views;
Sometimes it's because it doesn't
The new album for McBride &
come inon time down at Shephards, the Ride, titled Hurry SWldown, is

the third album from this three man
band. The album has that grass
roots country sound overall. The
exception to that sound is the track
Don't Be Mean to Me. This one
comeson with a goodrockin' country feel that will make your feet
want to move.
The opening track, Love on the
Loose, Heart on the Run, is a uncommon heartbreak song with a
twist.
The tracks, The Promise Land
and Hold on to Me and Let Go of
the Past, are both great love songs
and I just couldn't decide which
one was the best.
My favorite was the ·track
CreamoftheCrop. Itsasongabout
the best looking girl in town. The
onealltheguysareinlovewith.The
last track, Sweetwater, is a song
that tells how a lady's love is like
sweetwater.
McBride & the Ride haven't
any big leaps in music from their
first album, but they did make an

album that will get played a lot.
••112
Vince Neil is back with the
band he debuted on the MTV
VideoMusicAwards,ledbyguitarist Steve Stevens.We all know
Vince, butnoteveryonewill recognize Steve. Steve wrote and
played guitar for Billy Idol for a
long time before going out on his
own. He had a solo album titled
The Atomic Playboys, but then
fell out of the spotlight.
As the first track, titled Look
In Her Eyes, started to play it
sounded like Steve had hooked
up with Vince_so he could have a·
strong mainstream connection
for his style.of music. Don't get
me wrong, Look In Her Eyes is
one of the best songs on this
album.
I knew this was really the effort" of a new band working together when I heard the track Sis:.
ter of Pain. This one was written
by Vince with Jack Blades and

Goat Fudge Appears at Appalachian Spring Fest
By Martin Poston

UC Business Manager
A crowd ofabout 100
people was treated to the
groovin' thrash vibes of
Goat Fudge in front of
Massie Hall during the
Appalachian Spring Festival last weekend.
Goat. Fudge has developed quite a follow- ,
ing in the younger crowd
in Scioto County in the
pasteightmonths. About
a fourth of Friday's
crowd consisted of area
high school fans, who "'""'·~
took a "break" from
school to be in atten- •mr
dance, some of them L-~==
decked out in Goat
Fudge T-shirts.
tington, River City Night Club in
In the past, Goat Fudge has Portsmouth, and The Franklin in
appeared at Freakin' Pizzas in Co- Rosemount.
lumbus, Iguana Skate Park in HunMost of their set list consists.of

Now Is The Time To
Brighten Your Smile!
Call the friendly Dental
Hyeiene Clinic at 3552241. Adult Teeth
Cleanines-$5.00! SSU
Students and Employees$3.00!

rupt,'' and' 'The Storm.''
According to drummer
Matt Edwards, Goat
Fudge's lyrics " ... are
very much on the serious
side of life, dealing with
topics such as drugs and
alcohol, and the perils
thereof.''
. Goat Fudge consists
of: Brian Smith on vocals, Edwards on drums,
John Whisman on gui~
tars,' Tim. Taylor on
rhythm guitars, and Mike
Dyer on ba$S.
, Goat Fudge will appear at Gumby' sin Hun•tington this Thursday,
and at Freakin' Pizzas on
Thursday, May 20. Judgoriginal material, including songs . ing from last week's perforsuch as '' Casting Stones,'', mance, it should be worth the
"Slinky," "Change From Cor- trip, so check them out.

Bible Study
Mondays at 12:00 Noon
Founder's Room
Uniwrsity Center
Students, Faculty,
and Staff Welcome
Sponsored By
Campus Ministry

Spring Breakers

Promote our Aorida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and
FREE trips. Organize SMALL or

LARGE groups. Call Campus
marketing;. ~00-423-5264

Tommy Shaw of Damn Yankees.
The track The Edie opens with
Steve acoustically proving his skill
with a guitar. This is also one oftbe
best on this album. Other songs to
pay attention to are the tracks,~
Chan2e Me, Livin2 is a Luxury, and
Forever. Also included on this album
is the hit song from the movie Encino ·
Man, You're Invited (But Your Friend

Can't Come).

Vince has an album and a band
that will compete real well up against
his former band mates Motley Crue.
·••112

GRADE SCALE

Excellent - • • •• •
Great - ••••
Good- •••

Fair-••

Poor-•

I -would like to thank Tim Shephard
and Shephard's Sound Works, 1003
Gallia St.for providing me with music
for review. All these albums and many
more are available at Shephard's.
Remember, ifyou have dny comments, questions, or music you want to
have reviewed, contact me through the
newsroom oroncampuswheneveryou
see me.

Drug Problem?
You are not alone.

Narcotics
~onymous
MEETING DATES AND TIMES

Portsmouth, 734 8th St.,
Monday, 7 p.m.,
Thursday, 6 p.m.,
Saturday, 7 p.m.
Ironton, Christ Episcopal
Church, Fifth and Parle
Ave., Friday 8 p.m.

Write Reviews
Call Manson
355-2278

r--------------------•
I

;

Pizza Hut

I
I
Two medium specialty
·•
I
S pizzas--Prep. Lot vLe rs,
0 vers
upreme o Mea
I
$11.99
I Valid only al participating Pizza H111
Preoent when ordering.
I One coupon per person per vi•it. Not valid with other discount• or
1/20 cenl ca•h redemption valllCI. 1984 Pizza Holl, Inc.
I Portsmouth and New Boston Pizza Hut

I

:
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

·--------------------~

News
Chinese UniversityTo Work With SSU
During April, Dr. Clive
Veri, President of Shawnee
State University, and Dr. Jinlu
Li, Associate Professor of
Mathematics, welcomed to the
campus
Professor
Yao
Zhenziang, Deputy Director,
Office of the President at
Zhenziang Institute of Technology~ Hangshou, China. Veri
and Zhenziang met with a group
of Shawnee State University
administrators and faculty for
preliminary discussions on establishing a sister-institution
relationship between Shawnee
State and Zhenziang Institute
of Technology. The agreement
would be similar to the one the
University has with Nizhny
Novgorad State University in
Russia.

China's Zhenziang Institute language and cultural awareness
of Technology is similar to programs for students at each
Shawnee State in that it was institution. Professor Yao said
established in 1980 on a new there is special interest in plascampus in Hangshou. It is an tics engineering technology and
outgrowth of a special chemis- small busines·s development.
try-oriented college, but now Furthermore, Chinese students
offers baccalaureate degrees in are eager to visit Portsmouth
engineering, business and edu- - area industries to study the free
cation, and Master's degrees in market system.
Two Shawnee State professors,
chemistry, mechanical engineering and electrical engineer- Betty Hodgden and Hagop
ing . The institution enrolls Pambookian, who have already
4,S00 students, backed by 700 planned trips to China this sumfaculty .
mer, have explored opportunities
The preliminary meeting dis- to visit the Institute in June. In
cussed possibilities of faculty addition, Gene Beckett, a Shawnee
and student exchanges lasting State specialist in teaching English
for a few weeks to a year; spe- as a second language expressed
cial short-term visits and joint interest in teaching an intensive
research projects among pro- English language workshop this
fessors; and summer intensive coming summer in China.

Advice From Former Pres. Cont. From PaKe I
2. Attending class
3. Legal rights against harassment
4. Insist that students have
a contingency plan for
attending another school inhere is
no contract the first day of classes
S. Schedule of Senate inStability
Income Training
Merit Promotions
Benefits
Are these things important to you? I

so, the leading sales.organization of a
Fortune Service 500 Company seeks 2
individuals, M/F who are ready to
malce a career decision with job satisfaction and financial security. Ifyou're
oflegal age, goal oriented, and ready
for a career opportunity, then call
Monday only 7-9 pm for a confidential appointment.
Chuck Marquess 3S3-1999

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND

RESUME EXJ>ERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.

formation forums
This provokes talks between parties.
July 2nd
S. Mail your informational lettertoall students-Take out ad space
in all major Ohio newspapers to
inform students that the faculty are
working without a contract.
This puts pre~ure on the contracttalks and gives students a chance
to prepare their contingency plans.
Aug. 2nd
6. Mail a second letter informing students of current contract negotiations - reiterate the students
need for a contingency plan for their

education.
First day of class and every two
days as needed
7. Hold forums to keep the
students abreast of contract negotiations. Do not rely on the local media.
This eliminates some anxiety.
It is my hope that you, the student leaders at Shawnee State University, take it upon yourselves to do
all that you can to insure the educational opportunities of the student
body. It is your duty and obligation
to serve those students that have
chosen you to represent them.
Thank you and good luck,
Shane Elliot Ross

Bear Hui Cont. From PaKe 6

delight and appreciation for the
award, I could also see it in her
expre~ion and hear it in her voice.
The award itselfis prominently
displayed in Mrs. Warsaw's office. The beautiful wooden plaque
is approximately l 8X24 inches in
size , and was designed by an
Industrial Arts teacher at Lawrence County Joint Vocational
School, Blair Wells. It features the
well-known Shawnee State bear's
head, enhanced by a metallic blue

The Bear's Den

the place for food at Shawnee State

Freshtastiks Salad Bar

and a full menu of soups, sandwiches,
hot lunches and snack items
Open 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p .m., Friday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m., Saturday

In the University Center

plate beautifully engraved by the
staff at Larry Moore's Sporting
Goods on Chilicothe Street.
From my meeting with Mrs.
Warsaw, I can tell that this plaque,
and the honor it symbolizes, will
always have a prominent place in
her life, whether in her office or her
home.
The Chronicle would like to
commend Susan Warsaw for her
achievments and congratulate her
on winning the award.

ack To School Specia

15.95 oil chan es ecial

Includes oil.filter and up to five quarts of
oil, complete chassis lube
available at

Knlttel's BP Service Center

jv,sAI

-

Kiiilfel'1Raclator&AlrC-ondldeui&hp
2026 Robinson Avenue

Knittel'• Muffler & Brake Shop
2109 11th Street
Gallia & Waller Streets

10-/4 ci!Jcoumon labor~~ ID

Holmes Cont. From PaKe 2
say is true. (Qur'an 2,23)." A few
took the challenge to write such a
work to imitate Muhannnad; however, they were obvious failures.
When I used the word ''recorded" I meant set to memory.
Due to the culture of the time the
memory of a 7th century Meccan
was detailed according to Middle
Eastern scholar Arthur Goldmith,
Jr. This is due to their rich oral
traditions. Though Muhammad,
himself, did not write down any
passages, there were passages written down by others. According to
contemporary of Muhammad stated
thataftertheProphet 's [Muhaminad]
death·was carefully compiled ''from
the scraps of parchment, from thin
white stones, from palm leaves, and
the · breasts of men." With
Muhammad's death in June of 632
A.D. the work began that Mr. Shope
spoke of, but there w_as written documentation. The work was completed
during the reign of Uthman in 644656 A.O. This is only, at best, 24
years difference. The Muslims say
that members of the closest disciples ofMuhammad still lived during the period and could verify the
wording of the Qur'an, which has
one original and W1changed source,
for they also put it into memory.
This would act as a purifier of any
corrupted source even of a "mischievous scribe."
The Muslims see that it was

many years after the Biblical prophets' deaths that the passages of the
Old Testament were written down
and allowed to fall into corruption.
The argument against the Gospels
comes takes many forms, from misinterpretation by the apostles to the
fact that the Gospels were recorded
after Christ's crucifixion from the
perspective of an individual recording an event. To the Muslim, the
perspective to that which is told is
God. They would argue that there
was not just one eternal and documental source, but the perspective
ofthe apostlesindividuall ywith their
impressions,miswxterstandings, and
interpretation. The Muslims would
say there was no elaborate system of
verification of the apostles. The
elaborateness of the Islamic system
of verification can in its extreme be
seen in the Hadith or the Sayings of
the Prophet. A saying in traced back
through the lineage of the source. If
there is just one who transmitted the
quotation of Muhammad with a
blemish on their honor then it would
be viewed as a forgery or corrupted.
Furthennore, the source ofthe Hadith
must be traced back to Muhammad.
I appreciate Mr. Shope's comments and his scholarship. I am
pleased that he read the article in
the intellectual mode in which it
was intended. This is just one of
the many scholarly battles among
peers.

· ·1ntere~1:edin a. Christian
•·· _. Fraternity? C.::onta<:t Bi11 · .
Holmes or Kevin Zornes
at lSS-2278. . . ..

·---------------------~
:_ $ 2.00 Off
:
I

I

Any new prescription for
I
: faculty, staff, or students of SSU. :

1
I
I
I
I

Offer good through May 31 w/ Coupon.

At Smith Drug Co.
2nd & Chillicothe St.
Portsmouth Ohio

I
I
I
I

·---------------------·
uc

• - -""'
0 )"'""',- ~ -- - - - -i.

~0' At ·SAYINGS:

: 018•1\Rl]

!V'P~IES<:

:Majestic Paint Center;

..._.............

I 928.· Gallia
I>
. ·•· · Street
·· ·· ·.· ·• · < II

I/.·. > <>pelia;s.~.
I ii~., 3\,;fi«f
.;;.

I
it <I

Knittel's
Air Conditioning
Radiator Shop

....

Camplta,.._IDrllld llrcan41tlanills_.._..,

-950ilChangeSp~ II
2026 Robinson Ave. 3.5'4-1230

1()"A, disCVllllt on IJJbor wiJh SSU ID

Incladee oU ruter and u_p to S guru
of oil and complete dianl1 lube
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Queen Collaborates With George Michael

This week, I took a considerable
amount of crap from some friends in
the registrar and admissions offices.
They chastised me for my referencestoRobert Redford as "aging''
(see movie review for Indecent Pro~ . last week). They also (get
this) scolded me for not mentioning
Redford's name first in the article.
I will not apologize for or retract
anything I said last week, since aging is just part oflife, but I will say
that I did not mean to offend any
Robert Redford fans ...
. . . at least not that much.
Now that's over, on with the

music:
Coming soon in future columns:
Vince Neil's Exposed, Ice
T, and the long-awaited
ALIVE III from Kiss!
Queen has released a
new five-song EP, entitled
Five Live. It's Queen's
fourth release since the
death of vocalist Freddie
Mercury in November of
1991, and their 19th overall. This album is a collaboration with former Wham!
frontman George Michael.
The album is kicked off by it's

By Daniel Stewart
UC Guest Columnist
Together Alone is a dark film,
both in terms of cinematography
and content. It opens with a series
iof fleeting images showing two
men meeting in a bar, one following the bicycle rider home in a car,
the men preparing for bed, and
•then, flashing visual suggestions
ofsexual intercourse. All this while
the credits roll.
The opening scenes are dark

minutes. The focus is on the two
characters who engage in clothed,
post-coital conversation, which is
more than just polite small talk,
The opening accusations about
honesty and unsafe sex mushroom
into topics that touch on all aspects
of gay life, both spoken and those
left unsaid.
We're eavesdropping on the
bedroom of Bryan, a young man
who has had little sexual activity
over several years, but, on this

rives at and stays in a claustrophobic bedroom for almost ninety

unprote~ted sex. He is quite sure
his temporary mate's name is Will-

first single, "Somebody to Love,"
which d.id well for Queen in l 97X.

Michael's vocal quality is great on again on Clas&c Queen. The original
the song, as it is on the rest of the ·is good, rut I think it is better pec-

album as well.
Nextupcomesthelive
Queen'Ge<XgeMichaelrenditiooof"Papa WasaRolling Stone." It's real long,
probably about eight to ten
minutes, rut it's pretty gocxi.
Next up is a duet with
Lisa Stansfield, entitled
"TheseAretheDaysofOur
Lives," also taken from the
FreddieMercuryTriooteCoocert. The
original version of the track appears
on the ill-fated Innuendo alrum, and

fooned as a duet.
The fourth and final live track is
''C.alling You," which many may recognize ft-001 those AT&T commercials. Surprise! It's areal song.
The album ends with "Dear
Frierxis," a sad song with the late,
great Mercury on vocals. A final
tribute? Maybe, though articles following Mercury's death suggest that
Queenhadenoughmaterialfr001when
Mercury was still alive to fill five er six
more albwns, so we probably haven't
heard the last of Queen..••••

There are several other gay civic
at least, that what it was while
"Will" was downing five cock- and health lessons given throughout
tails at the bar. But no, the other is the film; at times, it struck me as a
really named Tracy. Several min- course requirement for HOMO IO I.
utes are then spent discussing hon- Militant drag queens, loneliness,
esty and the ability to remember feminism, abortion, and social resomeone's name, which are al- sponsibility are all topics for this
night of verbal exploration.
most the same.
Costing around $7,000, written,
During the discussion, there
are, other spars with omitted truth, , produced, and directed by P.J.
denial, avoidance, misunderstand- Castellaneta, this U.S. 1991 black
ing, and commonality. As the lay- and white film has won several
ers of this onion are peeled away, awards.
we learn more about the visitor
If you're looking for a visual
than we do Bryan. It seems Tracy spectacle, look elsewhere. This
is really bisexual.
film's images are tightly focused,

relentlessly playing with the black
and white shadows and the checkerboard pattern on the sheets and pillow cases to accentuate the point.
Let'ssayyou'vegotanAlllltEm
who considers herself fairly open
and accepting, but doesn't really
know much about gay male life and
is curious as to what goes on, take her
to see this film.
There is a happy ending, just a
sense oflife moving on as best it can.
of people using the night to complement their daydream world. In the
end, we each validate the oxymoron,
Together Alone.

a performance taken from the
Freddie Mercury Tribute Concert
for AIDS Awareness last April.

Together Alone: A Review

taml muuuy, a film uvir which ar-

night, was the willing recipient of

-Phe Screen Sc.e ne

By

Lee Reeves

The Adventures Of
Huckleberry Finn
''Huck Finn'' is based on Mark
Twain's novel about a mischievous
little boy and his adventures on the
Mississippi River. Along with his
slave friend Jim, Huck sails down
the river to run away from his abusive father. Jim goes along because
Huck stages his own death and Jim
gets blamed.
Jim has another much more serious reason for going with Huck. he
is a slave and can be bought and sold
like a piece ofproperty. Jim's goal is
to get toa free state and make enough
money so he can buy his wife and
"'~ids.
Along the way, Huck and Jim
get into all kinds of trouble. They go
aboard a sinking ship where Huck
- witnesses a rnw:dei:. aud,..Jim.finds

.

.

The second and final
Cinema Night of this
quarter wiU be on Ma)
•. 14th at I I:45 P.M.
Students, their family,
staff, and faculty get m
for '$ I. Be <>n the lookout for listings of whac
movies will be shown
at the Cinema Night.

~BOGART'S
DOORS

•u "4-AN

'WIEN W'9U

TMUll•NAY 1$

G£NE LOY£S

Wff>I
LOW ll'Of" IUIC:tDC

IAT-tU.Y' IS

'M.T•MAYU
aUN•MAY IS

TH~ PIRTLE.a WfTMa MftTC GIIIO<MU

WAA11£HZ~

'IN THEUI OWN WOflDS" TOUIII l'UTVIIIU. .
DAVID

Huck's father dead. Then they goto
Complete Mechanical Work
a plantation where Huck gets every • AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
thing he wants, but where Jim is a • EXHAUST SYSTEMS
slave and treated badly.
•• BRAKES
I fol I
BATTERIES
Later, Huck Finn and Jim meet • ACCESSORIES
up with two swindlers, King and •• TUNE-UPS
UNDERCOATING
Duke. King, played by Jason
354-6494
Robards, tries to con the daughters
353-5823
353-9205
of a deceased rich man out of their
Gallh" & W1dler St1, Portsmouth
father's inheritance. King blackmails
Huck into helping by threatening to
hllll Jim in.
''The Adventures ofHuck Finn''
Fund raiser
is a spit-licking good movie. This
Disney film as almost as good as
Looking for student
"TheJourneyofNattyGann."This
groups to sponsor us on
is a fun ~ov~e that ad~sses_ s~e
campus. Fast, easy, big
very senous ISSues. This movie will $$$S's Call (800)-592-2121
make ~ou laugh and cry, recorn- f. .
ext. ,3091 , _) , •
mend Jt fgr the whole, f.aluil)I.
•,.,. • ., ..... • ., • • • •.., • •• ••• "
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Discount Computing Etc.
8 I 6 6th Street
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662

Computers-Printers-Monitors-SoftwareScanners-C/D ROM-Voice Mail
Lease-Purchase SS4.0S
Free Classes

(614) 354-2093
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SSU and Project Playground

Tess Midkiff, Director of Library Services, and Tom Stead learn
the possible ~lll!ards of working with power tools.

SSU Athletic Coaches Participate. They include Ryan Hudson,
Travis Merry, Jack Welz, Robin Bugg, Renee Walls, Brandi
Rose, and Robin Hagen-Smith

PRUJ·t;Cf

PRUJt;([

,

'

a Jlide.
iflhes comml!Aity /Jltde,_
J vst b•,1J ing

.J vst b,,;/Jing. _
a Jlide.

iflhes tomml!Alfy lf'!<le.

Susan Warsaw, Director of Development and
Community Relations, and Roger Scherer; Associate
Professor-Plastic Engineering Tech., pause to view
the accomplisments.

· Dr. Michael Valentine, Tommy Stead. and Daniel Valentine
____ ~~i! {o_r Jijtt ~r_oje~! to_f!t fi~~ed._. __ _

~U President Clive Veri works along side two SSU Board of
_•Trustee Members

The Russians Are Coming

The University Chronicle

SSU To Participate In Exchani?e PtoKram With Russian Institution

host country." Most Russian students have learned English as a
As a result of the Agreement of second language. This will be their
Cooperation which was signed in time to learn about the country with
April 1992 between Shawnee State which their own has been a military
University and her sister institution, and political rival for so long.
While here the Russian instrucNizhny Novgorod State University
(NNSU) in Russia, \he first delega- tor will teach a course in conversation ofexchange stu<f.ents will arrive tional Russian as well as classes in
at SSU in the Spring of 1993. The the individual's discipline(s). ·lt is
delegation will consist of three stu- hoped the exchange students' presdents and one professor. SSUhasnot ence will inspire the student body to
been informed of the identity of the learn about the culture from which
they came.
Russians that will arrive in spring.
In the Spring of 1994 the first
These exchange students will
come to experience first-hand what American delegation of three stuthey have been told about America. dents and one professor will be sent
Approximately 20-3 5 percent oftheir to NNSU for one quarter. Accordtime will consist of learning the cul- ing to Program Coordinator Dr.
ture and lifestyle ofthe United States. Pambookian, "All SSU students
Dr. Hagop S. Pambookian, Exchange are eligible to apply [for the exProgram Coordinator and SSU Pro- change program.] However, there
fessor of Psychology stated, •'They will be several specific criteria,
will have a good idea about life in the which will be available to interBy Bill Holmes
UC News Editor

The University Chronicle
CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY AND SELL ITEMS

$1 oo FOR 30 WORDS, PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
CALL

355-2278 OR MASSIE 411

Thank you for theflowers on my

cars. It was a beautiful thought.
Free to good home: 6 month old
female cat. Has shots. Loves chi/- ·
dren and playing. Call 574-4316
and leave message.
For Sale: Couch and chair, good
condition.Asking $150.00. Call 5744316.
Want to Travel Free, Earn Cash

ested students next fall, in the application/selection process. Anyone with
[at least] a sophomore standing and a
good academic record is encouraged
to apply."
Pambookianencouragedinterested
students to speak to him about the
Exchange Program and the selection
process. He wants students to take part
in the exchange, especially at this
historic time for Russia He stated, "I
think it will be a good experience. It
will provide them with a different
perspective OJ\ life."
Pambookian added, '' Americans
take so much for granted . We only
appreciate the things that we have or
do, when we have a different experience in another country abroad. No
matter how things are, there is no other
America I have experienced.''
When NNSU's Rector Dr. Alexander F. Khokhlov visited SSU as part
of the Sixth Annual International
Awareness Week he stated that Russia
is in serious economic problems. The
ruble (Russian currency) has fallen
drastically in value to the American
dollar. The scientist said that Russia
entered ''a period of severe inflation.''
Sane econanists argue that Russia's
econany is wxiergoing hyper-inflation.
He stated, ''If someooe had money in
the bank within a year they had nothing."

Though there is hardship for
his nation, the rector stated, "Since
the refonns are generally positive
it is appreciated by the population.'' Russian President Boris
Yeltsin has recently received approval from the Russian population through a referendum. His
popularity was aided by the West's
economic aid that was promised to
the Russian President Kholchlov
had faith in change and was hopeful. When he jested that the worst
will only last 100 years. But he was
serious when he stated, "Russia is
a very old country... ! hope it will
overcome."
Both sets of students will live
in the dormitories or housing provided by the sister institution and
will receive a stipend for necessities and will have meals catered for
them by the host institution. The
exchange students will room with
members of the oost naticn in order
to get a better cultmll view of the
natim Origjnally,NNSUwasGorky
State and served as a military research tacility. The city of Nizhny
Novgorod was closed to foreigners
andmostR!miansalike. Pambookian
saidlastfall that," NizhnyNovgorod
was previously a closed dty, eve~ to
the Russians." However, after the
collapse of Communism in the

---------'
DO YOU HA VE BROKEN CD
CASES? Slightly used CD cases for
sale. Why pay $1.50 ordering new
ones? Used CD Jewel boxesforonly
$0. 75 ! Contact Manson in the newsroom, 411 Massie. ext. 278 or 3552278. Supplies are short, so hurry
and get yours now!
There are
For Sale: Two ferrets-one
".
many types of
male. onefemale. Underoneyear .
mutual funds .
old. desexed. descented. tame and
Stock funds are
playful. Serious inquiries only.
··.·$· ..·•.
mutual funds
Leave name and number. Phone:
·.·..·.·.••·
that invest only
354-3635 or 858-4384. Ask fer
L..-_...;,____;......;.;.;_.......;.;.;..___,_.;..;......;._,_.;......;.;.;...;,_,.;,;;.._.....
·· ·..1
· in stocks. Stock
WANTED: male singer age 17-25
How would you like to invest in funds include growth, income, and
neededforProgressiveRockgroup.No over 100 companies, hire a profes- foreignstocksoracombinationof
JXJSers, Satanists. or druggies. Must be s10
· nal to manage your mves
·
tments, diflierent types of stock. There are
dedicated. Call354-3794or259-3368. and malee returns on your money as also bond funds, money market
Askfor a member ofIntrospection.
high as 25% or more? While this may funds, gold ftmds, and even realWANTED: Writers for the Uni- sound impossible for the average col- estate funds.
versity Chronicle. Call 355-2278 or Iege student, with mutual funds it is
The mutual fimd has many advisit Massie 411.
easy to do.
vantages over other types ofinvestWiU type essays, term papers. etc.,
A mutual ftmd is an investment ments. One advantage is that )Ul1
$1.00 per page. Call 353-0354. Ad.
vehicle that is created when many have a full time fund manager mak-

SovietUnion and Eastern Europe
the institutional emphasis on military production was halted. This
warming ofrelations after the end of
the Cold War allowed the agreement to be signed.
NNSU houses 11,000 students,
which breaks down to approximately
7,000 full-time and 4,000 part-time.
Along with NNSU, the only university in the city, there are 11 other
specialized colleges.
The agreement was wmoted after Dr. Oleg A. Kolobov, a visiting
Fullbright Scholar and Dean of the
CollegeofHistory AtNNSU,spoke
at the Perestroika, Changes, and
Developments on April 19, 1991.
Both institutions were interested in
the mutual cooperation. After a week
long visit to the Ru~ian Republic
the agreement was concluded by
Veri and Pambookian with
Khokhlov. The two SSU delegates
were the first tmiversity presidem and
psychologist to enter the recently
opened city.
Khokhlov has his Candidate fir
Science (Ph.D) in Physics and received an advanced degree in semicooductor:s. Kholchlov served en the
Congress of Peoples Deputies, which
was cne of Mikhail Gabachev's refams, in the famer Soviet Unicn,
from 1989-91.

Mutual Funds

$

and Resume Experience? Students nad
Organizations call College Tours to
join our team! We have 25 years experience, great prices, hotels and destinations. Call l (800) 959~4SUN. Ad.
Attention singles!! Are you tired of
being alone? Looking for something
different? Join The Singles Club. Many
activities for people looking for new
friends and those interested in fun activities. Members range from 17-87
years old. More than 60 current members cal/KAREN AUSTIN at614-35432l l if no answer leave message. Ad.
Baseball Cards: H-C (House of
Wolohan Lumber Is now hiring
people put their money together to ing decisions. You 9(>ll't have to
Clocks) Baseball Card Shop, 83910th
for part-time swnmer help. Positions buy stock, bonds, or other invest- worry about which companies to inStreet. "Special Order Avallable." include: Cashiers, Yardworkers, and
ments. The fimd is controlled by an vest in, oc when to buy oc sell stock.
SSU Student Discounts. MAY SPE- Stockworkers. Flexible schedules.
CIAL: UPPER DECK SERIES 1-3 Apply at 415 Market St. Portsmouth,
investmentcompanythathiresamanAnother
advantage
is
FOR $S. "Hey Zornes, get your hair Oh. 45662. Equal Opportunity Emager to handle the fund's assets. The diversificationn. When you invest in
c,at, you hippy!"
ployer. Ad.
fund's manager invests the assets into mutual fwxls. your mcney is spread
Non-denominational Bible Study.
I IIJve and miss you a/L It's lon8'y
securities that fit that specific fund.
out between many different securiMonday's at 12:00 Noon Founder's in Kentucky. Ifanyone wants afriend r.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.,
Room. University Center. Students, or penpal Write me: Daniel Stewart
1be Shawnee State University Board of Trustees will convene for a
Faculty, and StaffWelcome. Sponsored
P.O. Box 1026,Evarts,Ky. 40828.AII
previously unscheduled meeting on May 17th at 4:00 p.M. in the Homer
by $SU Campus Ministry. Ad.
le~rs wekome. Ad.
Donations to the Daniel Stewart Selby Boardroom.
Looking for folks to pllly pick-up
Fund are now being accepted at Star
Agenda items will iQdude student fees for 199~94, the approval of the
games ofstreet hockey on rol/erblades.
Bank on Chillicothe Street. All contri- University Senate,and ratification of the nomination ofamemberofthe
Age andexperience doesn't matter. See
Dr. Tony Dzik in Business Anne.x 133
buti01cs accepted. No amount is too board of the Shawnee State UDiversity Development_Foundation. ·
or call 355-2326. Ad.
small. Thank You. Ad

ties. Therefcn, )Ul1 have le~ risk and
the potential for a higher return on
your investment.
One of the best advantages of a
mutual fund is its low initial investment Most nwtual funds require a'
rninimuminvestmentof$1,000, which
is low compared to other investments.
Ifyouoon'thave $1000, you can
still invest in mutual funds. Some
mutual funds require as little as $50,
but )Ul1 may have to invest so much
each mcnth, usually aromd $25. By
investing each roonth, both you and
theeconomywillbecomemorefinancially fit.
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Sports

PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662-4344

Shawnee State Softball Signs Pitcher

By Tom Davis
uc Sports Editor
The softball program has
landed a right-handed pitcher
from St. Francis De Sales High
School in Columbus . Leah
Fickell has signed a • 'letter of
intent" to become a Bear for
the 93-94 season. Leah has
some impressive stats her last
three years as a De Sales

, Sports ·

pitcher.
She was Honorable Mention
All-District in 1991 (one ofonly
two sophomores), First Team All
CCL 1992, First Team All-District in 1992, Honorable Mention All-State in 1992, selected
to District All-Star Team in
I ~92. She pitched six games in
I 992 season without an earned

run. She has recorded two nohitters in her career and had
two shutouts in the I 992 season.
In 1991 , Leah had a 19-8
record, 181 strikeouts in 178 .
innings, ERA 2. 75. In 1992,
she was 14-6 pitching for every De Sales win. Leah had 132
strikeouts in 134 innings and

· ,· Fo.r

Call Tom Davis at
355,;.2218

Like Losing
Fa_mily

By Tom Davis
Uc Sports Editor
Now that the softball season is
over arKI the shock arKI disappointment has cleared somewhat. a reali2ation has sttuck me. Four players
will be departing the team due to
graduation am.intermhip. I've only
been withtheteamforthreeyearsand
have felt a kinship towards the players. The Bears will be losing Amy
Cole-McGuire,MicheleOwdill, and
Kim Lewis to graduation. Judy
Soopert will be entering internship
fa Occupalional Therapy.
Amy Cole-McGuire am Michele
Caudill have played sha1stop and
second base respectively fa the last
fouryearsfatheBears. CoachRalph
Cole and assistant coach KeMy
Shupert have had these four players
since Little League; oo through Senior League, High Schoo~ and at
Shawnee.
I realizoo that this coming fall
when I pencil in the rwmbers22, 9, 10
am 12 there will be new names there.
From habit, I'll probably write in the

ThisSpace-_ For·Rent
·- Call·Mart)' at 355~

. NTED

, Writers ·
·:Neede:d·•

•· . . .-f-v
U
n . • n1vers1~,
, Chronicle:

.
.
averaged 2.2 walks a game and
wm agamst undefeated and new
nearly 7 K's a game. Her ERA
number I Division I Waterson.
was 2.089.
Good luck Leah, and welAs of April 20th of the 1993c_o_m_e_a_b_o_ar_d_._ _ _ _ __
season, Leah was 7-4. She has
53 strikeouts in 74 innings and
her current ERA is 1.04. Along
with Leah's seven wins she has
defeated No. I ranked Division
.2278
I Newark. Then she gained a

. T,fae ~niver$i~ Chronicle now·has the
positiOn df Sp;t1rts Editor available to

e

anyone Wllo is interested. lease call

KeViin Zorn::es,or Bil:-1:, Hol'.m e.s at 355.- 2278
,,,:..
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wrong name.

I can't help it that tears well up in
my eyes when I think about it. With
the young wanen leaving the team,
I feel like_pining, but I have to realize
that the ol' revolving door will keep
tuning as rookies enter am veterans
exit.
Amy, Michele, Judy, and Kim,
good luck in your future endeavors.
This semi-old man will miss you
dearly.
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